NAILIN G IT! HOW TO WIN

with the NIST Cybersecu rity Framework

In a 2018 Absolute survey, IT and compliance professionals weighed in on their efforts to
implement the five pillars of the NIST Cybersecurity Framework: Identify, Protect, Detect,
Respond, and Recover. How do you stack up?

% of IT resources with asset intelligence:
1
IDENTIFY

34%

29%

19%

17%

<25%

26-50%

51-75%

76-100%

See everything. Asset intelligence means having detailed
awareness of an asset, of all its defining attributes and the
behavior of the machine, along with the users interacting
with it.

Average number of security apps and/or agents on
each machine:

2
PROTECT

35%

32%

21%

10%

1 or less

2-3

4-5

More than 5

Build a moat. Keep security apps and/or agents to a
minimum and ensure that those tools are performing as
intended.

Types of tools used for detecting threats and
exposures:
3
DETECT

36%

21%

19%

19%

3%

Security Information &
Event Management (SIEM)

Endpoint Detection &
Response Tools (EDR)

Vulnerability
Scanners

Antimalware /
Antivirus (AV)

Human Threat
Hunters / Red Teams

Go looking for trouble. Proactively focus on weaknesses
and potential hazards to significantly mitigate risk before a
compromise ever occurs.

The most neglected aspect of incident response:
4
RESPOND

43%

0%

29%

5%

22%

Root Cause
Analysis

Containment

Response
Planning

Mitigation /
Remediation

Communications

Adopt a bias to action. Analyze what went wrong after
an incident, before getting back to business.

The most important action after a security incident:
5
RECOVER

37%

18%

7%

34%

2%

Adjusting / Augmenting
Security Controls

Business
Continuity

Recovery
Planning

Documentation of
the Incident &
Recovery Tactics

Public Disclosure
of New Preventative
Measure

Iterate and adapt. Understand how an incident occurred,
learn from it, and create a plan to avoid the same mistakes
again.

WIN!

By 2020, more than half of all organizations
plan to implement the NIST Cybersecurity
Framework (CSF).1 And for good reason. NIST
CSF gives IT and security teams the ability
to formalize their disciplines, scale their
organizational groups, and push toward the
shared goal of cyber resilience.

Hear the whole story by watching this recorded webinar,
“Nailing it! 5 Ways to Win with the NIST Cybersecurity Framework.”
You will drop in on the vibrant conversation between Forrester
Research Analyst Renee Murphy and Absolute’s own Josh Mayfield
defining how organizations can adopt NIST CSF and achieve cyber
resilience.

Source: Polls conducted during a 2018 Absolute webinar, “Nailing it! 5 Ways to Win with the NIST Cybersecurity Framework.” Based on the answers of an average of 90
IT, cybersecurity and compliance professionals.
1

Gartner webinar: Using the NIST Cybersecurity Framework.
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